Women sailors first at CGA

MIT's varsity women's sailing team headed into the home stretch of their season this past weekend with a win against all of six schools in a regatta held at the Coast Guard Academy. Kathy Jones '71 was low-point skipper in A-division, and Maria Borzotta '73 finished second in B, only one point behind the leader, Karen Giroux '73 and Lynn Roylanse '72 crew for Kathy and Maria, respectively. Halfway through the regatta the women were tied for third place, but moved up from there with some fine sailing.

In the men's New England Singlehanded finals, Pete Neubad '71, Tech's only qualifier, finished seventh. Larry Bacow '73 narrowly missed gaining the finals, as Henry Bossett of URI and Abbott Reeves of Harvard qualified for next month's Nationals.

Diamond nine take pair; season record now 8-7

The Tech varsity nine exploded for a total of eighteen runs over the weekend and came through with some excellent pitching to win two games, downing Lowell Tech and Trinity. The victories raised the Technicians' record to a fine 8-7.

On Friday the squad took a tough 12-4 Lowell Tech squad. Lowell's pitching ace Mike Camino was slated to face Tech's Al Dopel, who in what was expected to be a pitching duel. A Lowell error, Ken Weisheaver's triple, and a fielder's choice, however, gave the Engineers a two-run lead when they took the field in the bottom of the first. Costly Tech errors allowed four Lowell runs to cross the plate, though, making the first inning scoring 4-2.

MIT picked up one in the fourth, and in the fifth Dopel led off with a walk, Rich Key sacrificed him to second, and Dresser scored him with a blooper to left. Alert base-running by Dresser and Steve Rebe's well-executed squeeze put the Technicians ahead to stay. The final score was 9-5, with Dopel picking up his sixth shutout.

Against Trinity on Saturday, Chuck Holcomb went the distance on the mound, as Dresser, Dopel, and Weisheaver combined for seven hits and four RBIs to lead the team to a 9-2 victory.

Tech started slow, going three innings without a hit, but scored four in the fourth on key hits by Dopel, Dresser, and Kevin Rowland. Runs in the fifth, sixth, and seventh put the game out of reach.

Thinclads sixth in Easterns

By Mike Charette

The US Intercollegiate Championships are next for MIT's six-oared competition.

Bozzuto '73 finished second in the varsity eight. Tech's only other varsity boat, the Engineer first eight, has been depth in that the boat hasn't rowed together since last fall.

The MIT track team won the meet at Dartmouth. The team was led by ace weightman Brian Moore '73, who stroked the crew up in the freshman event, behind Navy and Harvard. MIT had been eliminated in the morning heats. Thus in just one week of practice, the Engineer first eight has moved from the last echelon of eastern crews to the tank of serious contender.

MIT showed depth in that the first varsity eight was led for fully half of the race. However three of the men turned up ill on race day; thus in just one week of practice, the Engineer first eight has moved from the last echelon of eastern crews to the tank of serious contender.

Sprints, Syracuse was third in the varsity eight. MIT showed depth in that the first varsity eight was led for fully half of the race. Five Finn class boats round the reach mark in the third race of the New England Singlehanded Championships. The finals and semifinals were held at MIT last weekend.

Frosh crew improves in close row with SU

By Brad Billetdeaux

MIT's freshman heavyweight crew showed tremendous improvement Saturday, finishing one length behind winner Syracuse in a three-school regatta. The Tech frosh led for over 500 meters of the 2000 meter contest rowed at Dartmouth. The big Green followed MIT by two lengths.

A week ago at the Eastern Sprints, Syracuse was third in the freshman event, behind Navy and Harvard. MIT had been eliminated in the morning heats. Thus in just one week of practice, the Engineer first eight has moved from the last echelon of eastern crews to the tank of serious contender.

MIT showed depth in that the second frosh eight also finished ahead of Dartmouth. The strong squad from Syracuse also won that race.

Tech's varsity crews fared worse, as both the varsity and second varsity eights were plagued by sickness. Jere Leffler '73 who stroked the crew up in the freshman event, behind Navy and Harvard. MIT had been eliminated in the morning heats. Thus in just one week of practice, the Engineer first eight has moved from the last echelon of eastern crews to the tank of serious contender.

The US Intercollegiate Championships are next for MIT's heavy crew, to be rowed on June 19 at Syracuse, NY. MIT finished second in a field of 16 crews last year in the varsity four-oared competition.

The Techmen's record to a fine 8-7. The victories raised the Technicians' record to a fine 8-7.

On Friday the squad took a tough 12-4 Lowell Tech squad. Lowell's pitching ace Mike Camino was slated to face Tech's Al Dopel, who in what was expected to be a pitching duel. A Lowell error, Ken Weisheaver's triple, and a fielder's choice, however, gave the Engineers a two-run lead when they took the field in the bottom of the first. Costly Tech errors allowed four Lowell runs to cross the plate, though, making the first inning scoring 4-2.

The MIT track team took the team honors at the Worcester meet. Keith Killough '74 finished fifth with a 14'10.5" pole vault, but had to settle for a second place, losing to Kathiech of Southern Connecticut, who vaulted 14'10.5". Bob Trowner '73 took second in the high jump, but was nipped at the finish by Toff. In the triple jump, Yaw Ako-